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Editor: Well House, 13 Keere Street, Lewes, East Sussex, England 

No. 285 Summer 2007 

 

Te-no-uchi and Kamae  (Part III) 

 
 In the Spring Journal the important seigan-no-kamae handholds were illustrated from the Iai Notes line drawings; here 

are the same profile handgrips demonstrated by the late Takano Sasaburō Hanshi, Ju-dan, from a pamphlet produced 

by Yanō Ichirō Hanshi for the Zen Nippon Kendō Renmei as long ago as 1967. (In passing, please note Takano 

Hanshi’s extremely thickened wrists). In this booklet, seigan is equated with te-no-uchi. 

In the last two issues of this Journal we have focussed on the important subject of Te-no-uchi, mastery of 

which should be the aim of every student in all the weaponed arts. We continue with this by examining the 

direct relationship between te-no-uchi, body posture and the handling of the weapon against an opponent. 

The first time the student novice commences Kendō training the hand grips on the sword tsuka are shown 

and gently corrected to the satisfaction of the instructor. Of course, this is probably the first time that the 

novice has ever held a shinai or bokutō, unless he claims to have received other basic instruction in some 

branch of Budō, and no one can expect this initial teaching to sink in and root. Realisation that te-no-uchi is 

somehow important will take months and even years to become established and senior instructors must also 

understand this point and be vigilant but, as has been stressed, experience is a gradual affair. The student, as 

he gains experience, must listen and try to inject into his practice what he is told. He must remember that he 

has first to train his body by training his will to ensure that he physically acquires the proper movements. 

The basic exercise in Kendō is shōmen, a technique that is repeated countless times over all the other waza. 

How important it is in such repetitive training to get it right! To repeat a mistake, an error, is to entrench that 

error until it almost cannot be eliminated. If the student can train his body to respond to his brain’s 

requirements he will be able to become flexible and receptive to new requirements and fresh varied 

instruction. He will be able to practice in one particular way but also manage other methods; in other words, 

he will be malleable and able to see things from a variety of viewpoints, not just one narrow way pathway. In 

focussing on te-no-uchi, one of the basic exercises is shōmen-uchi which entails the sword being lifted to 

jōdan before striking to the target. Yes, this is the way in suburi but now we are looking at the detail, at 

dissecting what it is we are doing and what we are aiming to achieve. There are a small number of points we 

need reminding of. Quite simple points that will advance our Kendō understanding. 

□ Relax the hands, arms, and shoulders. 

□ Raise the sword and cut using only the minimum of muscle power necessary to do this. 
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□ Keep the body erect and place any power (strength) in the centre of the trunk about two inches below 

the navel. This is known as the saika-no-itten. 

□ The sword tip must be at about 45° from vertical behind the head in the jōdan-no-kamae. 

□ Care must be taken about the correct placement of the feet and particularly the left foot and heel. The 

feet must be straight. 

□ At first, the shōmen-uchi must be thoroughly exercised without strength with constant attention to 

getting it right – not an easy task – with repetitive cutting up and down the length of the dōjō both in 

one direction forwards and backwards or turning. This must be performed many times and at each 

separate practice session to the satisfaction of the senior instructor until it is right. 

□ Care must be taken, again to the satisfaction of the senior instructor, that in seigan-no- kamae the tip 

of the sword '‘blade'’, the kissaki, is directed to the base of the throat; no higher and no lower. 

Once such care and attention is emphasised through proper practice the student increasingly realises its 

importance to developing sound basic technique. While we are taking Kendō as our basic model, the same 

principles are applied in all the weaponed Kobujutsu (Naginata-jutsu, Sō-jutsu, Iai-jutsu, Kenjutsu) and their 

slightly more recent entities in Kobudō. Gradually this stress on excellence will take root and the habit of 

paying attention to these matters will lead to mastery; the degree of the student’s application will determine 

just how far he will progress. All masters recognise that this is difficult but since it is central to all functions 

in Kendo, te-no-uchi must be given the emphasis it requires. The late-Serikawa Hanshi, a close friend of 

Arai Shigeo sensei, often used a short proverb in his teaching: ‘Little by little the bird builds its nest’. 

(To be continued) 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

The Kendo Reader by Nōma Hisashi 

Chapter Five: Shinai-no-tsuite (About the Shinai) 

The official length of the shinai (1939), inclusive of the tsuka (hilt), is 3 shaku 8 sun (115 cm.)
∗

. During the 

period of (the Tokugawa) Bakufu government that ended in 1868, the length of shinai used was left entirely 

up to the individual or to the tradition in which one trained. However, during the last years of the Bakufu, 

masters from every tradition gathered together at the recently established Kōbusho Dōjō in Edo (Tokyo) and 

decided on the above stated length of shinai as standard for use in normal training. This standard length is 

still in use today,  although here and there may exist some fractional differences to this length, it is the one 

most widely adopted. It is noteworthy that the Kōbusho was established in the 3rd year of Ansei (1855) by the 

Tokugawa Administration in order to prevent the decay of attitudes in the warrior class, and to encourage 

training in Bujutsu for the benefit of the hatamoto warriors.  

Tsukahara Bokuden is recorded to have said in regard to the length of the sword that it should be decided 

according to one’s height. There are many opinions regarding the advantages and disadvantages of using a 

long or short shinai. Generally speaking, a long shinai is useful for developing technique and a short one is 

good for cultivating a strong spirit. In the Mutō-ryū a short shinai is used. Yamaoka Tesshu, who founded the 

style, had the following to say about this: 

‘If one is lacking in natural ability and strength, and there is difficulty in the mastery of technique, 

begin by training the spirit. It is for this reason we always use a short shinai.’ 

If the skill of swordsmanship is mastered a folding fan or even a tobacco pipe can be used for defending 

oneself. One may even cope without even the smallest of possible weapons to hand, relying instead upon 

                                                      

∗

 The present (1983) official length for shinai (ZNKR ‘Rules for Shinai’) are: 

 Adults and University students: up to 118cm. 

 High School students: up to 115 cm. 

 Junior High School students: up to 112 cm. 
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physical agility and what is known as the way of Mutō, or ‘No Sword’. Until then, during one’s years of 

shugyō training, keep to the standards that have been set, and if necessary adjust the length of shinai to suit 

one’s particular stature. 

Differing opinions also exist concerning the correct weight of shinai
*
. A light shinai tends to give rise to a 

trivial spirit, besides which the mental activity of the individual becomes immediately perceivable through 

the point of his shinai. There is also likely to be a bias towards small, slick, and light technique. 

On the other hand, when using a heavy shinai there is a natural tendency towards calmness, striking is more 

positive, and it helps cultivate body and mind. If the shinai is too heavy however, agility of movement and 

posture will suffer, and there is also a possibility of developing certain peculiarities of movement that the 

opponent can take advantage of. Therefore, it is necessary to select a shinai that accords with one’s stature 

and strength. 

As one makes progress in training and so becomes stronger the shinai one at first thought a little too heavy 

eventually feels easier to handle; therefore, during normal training it may prove worthwhile to use what at 

first seems to be a slightly heavy shinai. 

In Sadō (the Way of Tea), students are taught to handle heavy implements as though they were light in 

weight, and light implements as though they were heavy. In Kendō, too, it is said that we must use the heavy 

shinai lightly and a light shinai heavily, or positively. Consequently, even when using a light shinai one 

should strike more positively than with a heavy shinai. 

The size and weight of shinai will have a direct bearing on one’s technique, hence, during the course of 

training one may want to try varying the type of shinai used. For example, in order to develop technique one 

might use a comparatively light shinai, and for training the spirit a comparatively heavier shinai. The same 

applies to the to the length of shinai which may be varied to suit the objectives of training at the time. 

Finally I would like to give mention to the length of the tsuka, which has an important bearing upon striking. 

With a short tsuka one can strike firmly and with the hasuji (cutting line of the blade), correctly delivered. If 

the length of the tsuka is too short in proportion to the entire length of the shinai, then the shinai will feel 

cumbersome and smooth action with it will prove impossible. In the case of an overly long tsuka, although 

the shinai will seem light striking will not be positive, and the cutting edge will not follow through in a 

sufficiently straight line. (The prescribed length of tsuka for a 115 cm. shinai is 36 cm.) 

 

 

A reminder of the two Exhibitions currently running 

at the Horniman Museum, Forest Hill in South 

London. 

Wrapping Japan: Textiles, etc, - Balcony Gallery 

until Sun, 24 Feb ’08. 

Journey Through Japan – Lantern slide photos of 

Japanese landscape  in the early 20
th
 cent. – Gallery 

Square until Sun, 11 Nov ’07. 

Both displays highly recommended; if you can, 

please go! 

 

                                                      

*
 Weights of shinai according to the ZNKR: 

 Adults and University students: from 485 gm. 

 High School students: between 450- 485 gm. 

 Junior High School students: between 375-450 gm. 
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Seigan-no-kamae demonstrated by 

Nakano Yasuji, hachidan hanshi. 

The Kendo Reader by Nōma Hisashi 

Chapter Six: Shisei (Posture) 

 

Editorial Note:  We are continuing here with Noma Hisashi’s 

chapter on ‘Posture’ since it is particularly relevant to the present 

series dealing with Te-no-uchi. 

The subject of kamae (stances, positions) will be taken up in 

a later chapter; here, I would like to touch upon the subject 

of shisei, or posture. 

Kendō posture is not a subject taught with any particular 

complexity. On the contrary, the essentials of it may be 

summed up by saying that it comprises ‘that which is normal 

and natural’. This is true not only of posture, all aspects of 

Kendō take for their ideal ‘ that which is normal and 

natural’. Through training we are trying to evolve a situation 

where we are in mind and body devoid of all fixation, 

stagnation, or rigidity. It is said that one must be free from 

all intention, striving, attachment, and self. In outward 

posture also the highest level to attain is one that is free and 

unhindered, or in other words, one possessed of ‘ that which 

is normal and natural’. 

When focussing upon one’s own posture it is important not to 

let it dominate one’s attention as to do so would probably 

result in something rather stilted and unnatural. Instead, try to be natural and aim to follow the principles of 

nature’s way. 

In the ‘Gorin-no-Sho’  written by Miyamoto Musashi towards the end of his life, we find the following 

concerning correct posture: 

As for posture, do not raise or lower the head or lean it to the side. Do not let the eyes wander, and 

without wrinkling the forehead, form a furrow between the eyebrows. Steady your gaze and try not 

to blink; narrow your eyes a little more than usual.  

‘With a calm facial expression, hold the bridge of the nose erect and thrust the chin slightly forward. 

As for the neck, keep the tendon at the back of the neck straight and tense the nape. From the 

shoulders down, maintain an even distribution of tension throughout the entire body, lower the 

shoulders, hold the back straight and do not stick out the buttocks. Tense the legs between the knees 

and the toes, and tighten the abdomen so that the hips do not bend. 

‘There is the teaching which commands us to tighten the knot (of the ōbi, waistband) and hold the 

stomach in with the sheath of the short sword in such a manner as not to loosen the ōbi. 

‘In all bujutsu, it is essential to make the everyday stance the combat stance, and the combat stance 

the everyday stance. 

‘You must examine this carefully.’ 

What Musashi here calls the ‘everyday stance’ is nothing other than the natural posture. It is not only very 

interesting but also a fact of critical importance that while the posture of Kendō is the everyday natural 

posture, the everyday natural posture should conform to the principles of Bujutsu. 
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In Kendō, this natural posture is known as ‘shizentai’ (natural body). In clarity and detail Musashi’s 

description of posture leaves little or nothing to add; however, at the risk of making repetitions and for the 

benefit of the reader I would like to reiterate a few of the essential details.  

□ Hold the head straight and do not tilt it in any direction. 

□ Pull the chin in slightly. 

□ View the opponent so that his face is at the centre of vision and in such a way that one can perceive the 

whole of his stature. 

□ Keep the mouth firmly closed and loosen the shoulders and free them from any stiffness. 

□ Brace the lower stomach, soften the hand joints and clasp the shinai lightly. 

□ Furthermore, straighten the back, brace forward at the waist and remember not to be stiff at the knees.                                                                                                      

If this list were to include every detail for correct posture it would be endless and rather than be of assistance 

it would only confuse, and it is very difficult to describe in words just what is needed for the mastery of 

things like posture, and so I think it is best left to the reader to discover what is required for himself. One 

must achieve a posture free from tension and strain and one from which completely free movement is 

possible. 

 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

 

Recollections of some of the Sensei instrumental in founding Kendō in 

the United Kingdom and Europe 

by Roald Knutsen. 

 Yanō-sensei, who produced the ‘Guide to Kendo’ pamphlet for the Zen-Ken-Ren more than thirty-eight 

years ago, was a highly individual master and a close friend of Arai Shigeo-sensei, hachidan kyoshi, whose 

name will be familiar to many senior Kendōka in the Renmei. Through Arai-sensei’s good offices, Yanō-

sensei and other influential masters took a close interest in advising and assisting the development of British 

Kendō from as early as 1959. 

Various senior Japanese visitors and residents in London between 1957 and 1961, including H.E. the 

Ambassador, Mr.Yukawa (pre-war yondan), made certain that the Zen-Ken-Ren in Tokyo were informed of 

the burgeoning Kendō taking root and established proper contact, soon co-ordinated through the good offices 

of Arai-sensei who spoke excellent English having been resident in Kuala Lumpur for sixteen years before 

WWII. Several masters formed a group around such prominent sensei as Ozawa Takeshi Hanshi, Yūno 

Masanori Hanshi, Ohya Kazuō Hanshi (Secretary-General of the Zen-Ken-Ren), and Yanō-sensei. Their 

purpose was to ensure the encouragement and proper development of Kendō and Iai in an advisory role and 

they remained staunch in this resolve even after the unfortunate and short-sighted self-seeking that split 

Kendō here in 1973. All these masters continued to guide and support the Eikoku Kendō Renmei until age 

began to take its final toll in recent years. With the passage of time the locus of such valuable support shifted 

to the Chugoku region and Kyūshū where it remains to the present day. 
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Amongst this group of forward-looking masters, Yūno Masanori-

sensei, hachidan hanshi, in particular was a traditionalist in his 

approach to the bugei, standing firm against the strong trends towards 

all-out sports-Kendō. He spent many years studying the writings of 

Miyamoto Musashi and had developed his own theory of posture, 

movement and technique based, amongst other things, on Musashi’s 

famous self-portrait depicting himself in his personal shizentai. He 

endeavoured to explain his understanding of shōmen-uchi to the late 

Cyril Chadwick, then go-dan, and myself when we were his guests for 

three days in Tokyo before returning to the UK at the end of our 

extended visit in May, 1980. I had, of course, met him with Arai-sensei 

several times before this. 

Yūno-sensei was taught by Takano Sasaburō Hanshi and this was 

undoubtedly reflected in his personal instruction. During our visit he 

made a number of interesting points, some of which may at first glance 

seem at variance with the accepted ‘norms’ but once thoroughly 

mastered – seven years constant training was always his rule – they 

would become absorbed ‘naturally’. Referring to my notes made at the 

time here are some of his points: 

□ In kata, always take seigan-no-kamae accompanied by proper 

breathing before, during and after assuming this basic kamae and before assuming the next required 

kamae in the  series. The kissaki (tip) of the sword or bokutō is brought to its proper position 

directly, not up and past before being lowered to the throat. 

□ Takano Sasaburō-sensei taught the old form of kiai in kata, not the ubiquitous ‘YA’ and  ‘TŌ’ of our 

times. His kiai were ‘HA – YA – EI – YA’ (or ‘TŌ’) with the breathing always controlled and held 

for a significant space of time. This longer sequence of kiai is often encountered in kobujutsu. 

□ To his mind, teachers in mediæval Japan rarely considered the breathing, only the pattern of ‘form’. 

□ Musashi’s foot positions appear to show him standing with the toes of his right (leading) foot 

slightly raised from the surface. (Only his toes, not the ball of his foot). This foot position and 

movement from it could be mastered ‘in seven years’, at this point the ‘inner truth’ would have taken 

root. 

We shall return to Yūno Masanori-sensei’s teachings and those of some of the others in this ‘support’ group 

in greater detail in the next Journal. 

 

 

Tengu-tobi 

One of the more spectacular rites performed on rare 

occasions in Shugendō requires the initiate to make a flying 

leap.  

There is a clear connection between this ‘dance’ 

‘competition’ and the medieval beliefs that certainly entered 

the bugei in the early to middle of the Muromachi period 

(14th and 15th centuries) or even before. It is a matter of 

regret that no very early illustrated tora-no-maki depicting 

the oldest ‘leaping’ forms of Kenjutsu and Iai-jutsu survive, 

but there are a number of later forms in some ko-ryū that 

point to the close connection and inventiveness that 

influenced swordsmen through the yamabushi/tengu beliefs. 

 

Yūno Masanori Hanshi 
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From our Archives 

Looking back to photographs taken a long time 

ago often prompts floods of memories, some good 

and some not so welcome. In this case we have a 

snap taken just on forty years ago, October 1967 

to be precise, at the Imperial Palace police dōjō in 

Tokyo. This is the famous  Saineikan where the 

Imperial Police Guard trained in Kendō under a 

number of famous masters including Mochida 

Hanshi and Saimura Hanshi, both ju-dan (10
th
 

rank), and several very senior masters from the 

Tokyo police. Judō was also practiced but Kendō 

was pre-eminent, of course, with no one under the 

rank of go-dan taking part within this elite group. 

The photograph was taken on the first day of 

Roald Knutsen’s visit to the Saineikan when he 

met Benjamin Hazard, then go-dan, and Miyata-

sensei, then rokudan if memory serves, both from  

California. Hazard-sensei at that time practiced at 

Berkeley University and Miyata-sensei in Santa Barbara.. Ben Hazard was then Associate Professor of 

Japanese and Korean History and had commenced his Kendō, Iai and Naginata training in Tokyo under the 

guidance of a number of senior police masters, Iai notably with Tanaya Masami, nanadan kyoshi, very soon 

after WWII had finished. He was one of the first Kendō masters to establish contact with UK Kendō in 1958 

and corresponded regularly with Roald Knutsen every single month prior to their first meeting above. British 

and European Kendō owe him a huge debt of gratitude for the care that he took in guiding our development 

both here and in Japan. (For the record, this was a full year before Charles Lidstone came on the scene and 

helped in the founding of the old Kendō Association). 

Photographs of Hazard-sensei are rare since at that time he was one of a very select band of his countrymen - 

Americans who didn’t own a camera! Miyata-sensei was a great character, too; always doing his best to 

promote and encourage Kendō and one of the important masters  who made the Bay Area around San 

Francisco so strong and orthodox. In this photo he is to be seen wearing his white bogu, something he said 

always embarrassed him as his natural inclination was to have a black bogu like everybody else. We 

understand that this armour was given to him by his old sensei so he wore it to show his master honour . . . 

The leather on right side of the dō was worn away into a considerable patch exposing the bamboo slats 

beneath, the product of years of hard training. This worn patch extended further as the years passed but the 

leather of the dō was never repaired. 

So far as we are aware we are glad to report that Ben Hazard is still active, ranking nanadan kyoshi; Miyata-

sensei is hachidan hanshi.  

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Bookshop 

(forerunner of a proposed new review series under the ægis of Bob Hicks, Peterborough) 

Members may not be aware of the series of three paperback volumes published by Koryu Books and edited 

by Diane Skoss. These are subtitled: Classical Warrior Traditions of Japan. The series contain many very 

interesting sections dealing with the Bugei tradition from a number of allied aspects accompanied by 

excellent illustrations, all at an affordable price. 

 Volume One Koryu Bujutsu 

 Volume Two Sword and Spirit 

 Volume Three Keiko Shokon 
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Koryu Books can be contacted by post at P.O. Box 86, Berkeley Heights, N.J. 07922 0086, or E-mail: 

ks3@koryubooks.com, or http://koryu.com/.   

It will be well worth the effort! With determined publishers such as Diane Skoss in the States and Paul 

Norbury (Global Oriental) in this country (and others) prepared to produce serious and authoritative works 

on the bugei there is hope for the future of the classical Japanese traditions in the face of the all-pervading 

trivialisation in this field that we come across almost every day. 

o O o 

A work of fiction next. It is rare that we recommend anything in this field, apart from a few of the mediæval 

classics, but here is an exception that some members may find culturally rewarding. They are two novellas 

first published in Japan in the 1930s by the well-known author, Tanizaki Junichirō, now available under in 

paperback by Random House (Vintage) (2001). 

The first is The Secret History of the Lord of Musashi, a dark 

story of obsession by a sixteenth-century warlord. Unsettling, to 

say the least, but true to period. The second is Arrowroot, set in 

the early twentieth-century in the extreme south of Nara prefecture 

around the Yoshino River. 

No expansion on the contents here; don’t be put off – they are in 

English and under one cover - buy a copy and enjoy!   (ISBN 0 09 

928317 4) 

Editor’s note:  Bob Hicks, for many years the old Journal’s book 

reviewer, for our pleasure and intellectual well-being, has agreed 

to take up his ‘appointment’ again with the Autumn issue. 

 

o O o 

Hoping that we haven’t anticipated one of Bob’s offerings, we would like to mention a new translation of a 

famous collection of Japanese gothic stories written by Ueda Akinari (1734-1809) first published in 1776.  

The title is Tales of Moonlight and Rain, newly translated by 

Anthony Chambers and is published by Columbia University Press, 

2007. While the stories, themselves, are highly entertaining, 

Chambers includes commentary and notes that many will find truly 

informative. 

Two of these stories by Ueda Akinari were the basis of 

Mizoguchi’s cinematic tour-de-force, Ugetsu-monogatari, one of 

the finest films ever made. This collection is based on ‘the fanciful 

and strange, even weird, fancies’ popular in Edō period Japan.  

If you haven’t come across this work before, it is a ‘must’ for your 

bookshelf. (Hardback:  ISBN-10 0-231-13912-0). 

 

o O o 


